
Sealing Leaks Avoids Damage
Gaskets sealing drivetrain components are  
typically neglected. But as these components  
leak, the loss of fluid causes irreparable damage. 
In most cases, these gaskets need to be replaced  
when the fluids in the drivetrain components are  
changed. This is especially true for differentials  
and transmissions.

Automatic Transmission Pan Gaskets (TOS) 
Fel-Pro® A/T pan gaskets are manufactured of a 
premium synthetic rubber that is tough,  durable, 
and oil resistant. It resists crushing and  extruding 
and is very conformable. That’s important  because 
many transmission oil pans have  dimpled or 
deformed flanges.

Installing an  
automatic  
transmission pan  
gasket can be  
frustrating and  
time-consuming  
because it is hard to 
hold the gasket in 
place while raising  
the pan to the vehicle. Fel-Pro A/T pan gaskets  
use the exclusive Hole-Lock® design to speed  
installation and provide a more effective seal.  
Bolt holes in the gasket are made just slightly  
smaller than the bolts themselves. This holds  
the gasket and bolts in place as the pan is raised  
to the vehicle. This feature also eliminates the  
need to use contact adhesive on the pan gasket,  
which could damage the transmission if it gets  
inside the casing.

Differential Cover Gaskets (RDS)
Fel-Pro offers a complete line of pre-cut differential  
cover gaskets. They are the perfect replacement for  
gaskets that are leaking or are being replaced due  
to a change of fluids, or for  
applications previously  
sealed with RTV sealant.  
They are constructed of  
proprietary Blue Stripe®  
paper material, and  
are enhanced with  
Printoseal® sealing  
beads if the application  
requires added  
sealing assurance.

Rear Axle Flange Gaskets
A full range of rear axle flange gaskets is available 
from Fel-Pro. These gaskets are used between the 
axle flange and the brake backing plate or 
differential housing  
to keep fluid in and  
contaminants out. 
They are usually  
replaced when  
differential service  
is performed. Fel-Pro 
rear axle flange gaskets  
are made of either proprietary  
paper material or thin embossed steel.

Hole-Locks® in action

For added protection during shipment, 
Fel-Pro® drivetrain gaskets are boxed.
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